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CCD PHOTOMETRY OF FIVE FAINT CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES
HAEFNER, R.Universit�ats-Sternwarte M�unhen, Sheinerstr. 1, D-81679 M�unhen, Germany; e-mail: haefner�usm.uni-muenhen.de
Photometri observations of several faint atalysmi variables were obtained in Aug. 1994using the CCD amera on the 0.9m Duth telesope at the European Southern Obser-vatory (La Silla) to searh for orbital variability and elipses. Di�erential instrumentalmagnitudes were then derived relative to nearby omparison stars on the same CCD im-age. This note presents results for some of the targets for whih no photometri timeseries exist to date and gives additional information for a reently established SU UMavariable. Table 1 lists the observing log.

Table 1: Journal of observations. The measurements were performed in integral light. Classi�ations andmagnitudes are from the on-line data atalog by Downes et al. (2001) and literature ited therein. Startis the time for the midpoint of the �rst exposure.Objet Type Date Start Duration Int. Time Frames Mag(UT) (h) (m) (No.)FV Ara UG 1994 Aug. 14 23:31 1.92 4 25 18pNSV 13783 NL? 1994 Aug. 16 01:28 2.58 4 33 19pNSV 14292 NL? 1994 Aug. 15 03:42 2.65 4 35 19.2pV604 Aql NA 1994 Aug. 13 00:35 3:30 4 42 19.6vV1141 Aql UGSU 1994 Aug. 11 00:29 3.07 5/7 30 19.5v
FV Ara
Based on its outburst behaviour this objet has reently been suggested to be a an-didate for a WZ Sge-type dwarf nova (Kato et al. 2001). Bateson (1998) reported thatFV Ara may have intervals of inativity where in ative phases the outburst yle is onthe order of 15 days. During the present observations the objet was quiesent. It showedno obvious variability exeeding the 0.03 mag level, i.e. the behaviour of onstant nearbystars of the same brightness.
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NSV 13783, NSV 14292Both objets were tentatively lassi�ed as nova-like variables by Vogt (1989). WhereasNSV 13783 showed nearly onstant behaviour with the satter of measurements beingof the same order as those of nearby stars of the same brightness, the measurements ofNSV 14292 indiate some kind of ikering ativity (satter enhaned by a fator of 3 asompared to onstant stars).
V604 AqlThe outburst light urve of the fast nova V604 Aql (Nova Aquilae 1905) was reordedby Walker (1923). Features of the outburst spetra were desribed by Moore (1906) andCannon (1916). The objet was revisited by Szkody (1994) who reports BVRJK magni-tudes for the postnova. The present light urve exhibits variations with up to about 0.45mag whih might be aused by aring events or partly by the appearane of an orbitalhump (Fig. 1).
V1141 AqlBased on the appearane of humps during a superoutburst this objet has reentlybeen lassi�ed by Oleh (2003) as a member of the SU UMa lass of dwarf novae. Aspetrum obtained by Mason & Howell (2003) during minimum light shows large doublepeaked emission lines indiating a high orbital inlination. The photometri observationspresented here were also performed during minimum light. They reveal the existene ofpronouned orbital humps with an amplitude of about 0.4 mag and indiate an interme-diate hump struture (Fig. 2). Elipses are obviously not present. The data an be best�tted with a period of 89.31 min. Given the superhump period of 85.39 min (Oleh 2003)one would expet an orbital period of the order of 84 min. But the present data set is toosparse to draw any de�nitive onlusion (Fig. 3). Further, it is worthwhile to note thatthe image of V1141 Aql is ontaminated by a faint bakground star (Fig. 4).
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Figure 1. Di�erential photometry of V604 Aql obtained in integral light on 1994 Aug. 13. Flaringevents as well as a possible hump struture are reognizable.

Figure 2. Di�erential photometry of V1141 Aql obtained in integral light on 1994 Aug. 11. Thesystem is at minimum light and shows pronouned orbital humps. At 2:21 UT the integration time of 5min was hanged to 7 min.
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Figure 3. The photometri measurements of V1141 Aql folded with di�erent periods: (1) 89.31 min assuggested by a periodogram analysis (top), (2) 85.39 min as given by Oleh (2003) for the superhumpperiod (middle), (3) 84.0 min as suggested by Oleh (2003) for the orbital period (bottom). Phase zerois arbitrary.

Figure 4. The �eld around V1141 Aql (N is at top, E to the left) during the 1994 observations. Thevariable (marked by a irle) is estimated to be at about 19 mag, i.e. at minimum brightness. DuringOleh's measurements its brightness was omparable to that of the 15 mag star to the SSE ofV1141 Aql. Note that the image of V1141 Aql is ontaminated by a faint bakground star whih waspreviously not known.


